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PROCESS+HYPOTHESIS
Online survey created and distributed via social media and e-mail.
PROCESS

HYPOTHESIS
People are loosely connected, if at all, to their surrounding
environment, which makes understanding environmental
impacts from an individual level difficult. You cannot expect
people to live sustainable lives if the idea of sustainability is
simply an abstract concept they have no personal connection to.
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DATA - F.1
When asked about their various resource inputs and outputs, individual 
knowledge varied from topic to topic. Respondents knew about ‘what your 
watershed is’, ‘what companies provide you energy’, ‘how much electricity 
you use’, and ‘what devices use the most electricity’ best.

When asked about how much electricity the individual used relative to their 
surrounding neighbors and to the community, as well as what farms their food 
comes from, more than 80% either did not know at all or did not know well. 

ONTEXTUALIZING CONSUMPTION
Why individual knowledge is key to a sustainable world

More than 75% of respondents said they would either consider decreasing or definitely
decrease their electricity usage if they could see their numbers compared to their immediate 
neighbors.

That number rises to more than 90% when asked if usage would change when compared to a 
community average.

More than 80% of respondents also said they would either consider decreasing or definitely
decrease water usage if they could actively see how much water they were using.
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F.2 - Adding Context
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When asked if seeing all resource inputs/outputs in your own backyard would affect your
personal resource usage, the majority of respondents said they would consider decreasing or
definitely decrease resource usage for the inputs/outputs listed.

DATA - F.3

Food Growth: 63%
Water Storage/Treatment: 80%
Energy Generation: 84%
Waste Management: 88%

Top 5 Responses (in number of
responses) when asked to name a 
means to live more sustainably
13 - Take shorter showers.
13 - Grow your own food.
11 - Composting
11 - Unplugging unused electrical devices
9 - Shutting off electrical devices when not in use

Trends in the data show that when a visual connection is established between an individual 
and their resource inputs/outputs, they are more inclined to decrease the usage of that re-
source.

While a multitude of respondents were able to come up with simple solutions to live more sus-
tainably, I wonder how many will enact those choices on their own. How can we incentivize 
sustainable action on an individual level?

Home Energy Management Systems (HEMS) allow for the active reading of resource uses right in 
the home. These should come standard in all new constructions to help facilitate active participa-
tion in carbon footprint reduction.

Graphic metrics should also be created to help contextualize
otherwise abstract volumes and weights (see example)

RESULTS


